Illuminate your life!

Designer LED Mirrors & Cabinets

Lighted Impressions
LED Designer Mirrors by LTL Home Products
LED MIRROR CABINETS

Espirit
- 17-3/4" x 25-7/8" x 4-3/4"
- Recessed or Surface mount
- LED lighting on both sides of cabinet door
- Vertical orientation
- 210 Lumens • 6000K
- Mirrored interior • Rocker switch
- Removable mirror strips on cabinet sides
- Two 8mm glass shelves • Electric outlet
- Model #LI8370

Ace
- 27-9/16" x 27-3/5" x 4-3/4"
- Double door mirror cabinet
- Recessed or Surface mount
- LED light on two sides of cabinet
- 2856 Lumens • 6000K
- Horizontal orientation
- 3mm double-sided mirror doors
- IR sensor
- Aluminum frame with MDF back panel
- Two 8mm glass shelves • Electric outlet
- Model #LI5157

Edgar
- 31-1/2" x 27-1/2" x 5-5/16"
- Double door mirror cabinet
- Surface mount • 1785 Lumens
- Warm/cool changeable LED (4000K/6000K)
- Horizontal orientation
- LED lighting on cabinet doors and under cabinet
- 3mm double-sided mirror doors
- Two 8zmm glass shelves • Electric outlet
- 3-section rocker switch • Black aluminum frame
- Extra storage shelf with mirror under cabinet doors
- Model #LI9568

Kona
- 35-7/16" x 27-9/16" x 5-1/5"
- Double door mirror cabinet
- Recessed mount
- 3840 Lumens
- Warm/cool changeable LED (3000K/4000K)
- LED lighting on four sides of cabinet
- Horizontal orientation
- 3mm double-sided mirror doors
- 3-section rocker switch
- Two 8mm glass shelves • Electric outlet
- Aluminum frame with MDF back panel
- Model #LI5171
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**Paseo**
- **19-11/16” x 27-9/16” x 6-11/16”**
- Surface mount mirror cabinet
- 1836 Lumens • 6000K
- Vertical orientation
- 3mm double-sided mirror door
- IR sensor
- Two 8mm glass shelves
- LED lighting on top and under cabinet
- Electric outlet
- Aluminum frame with MDF back panel
- Model #LI5126

**Royale**
- **31-1/2” x 27-9/16” x 4-3/4”**
- Double door mirror cabinet
- Recessed mount
- 1224 Lumens
- Warm/Cool changeable LED (4000K/6000K)
- Horizontal orientation
- LED lighting on both sides of cabinet doors
- 3mm double-sided mirror doors
- 3-section rocker switch • Electric outlet
- Two 8mm glass shelves
- Mirrored interior
- Model #LI5164

**Sperry**
- **23-5/8” x 27-9/16” x 5-2/5”**
- Recessed or Surface mount mirror cabinet
- 1140 Lumens • 6000K
- Vertical Orientation
- LED lighting inside cabinet and on mirror door
- 3mm double-sided mirror door
- Clock unit in mirror
- Rocker switch
- Two 5mm glass shelves • Electric outlet
- Aluminum frame with MDF back panel
- Model #LI8936

**Vienna**
- **31-1/2” x 27-9/16” x 4-3/4”**
- Double door mirror cabinet
- Surface mount
- 1620 Lumens • 4000K
- Horizontal orientation
- LED lighting on cabinet doors and under cabinet
- Bluetooth system with speakers • IR sensor
- 3mm double-sided mirror doors
- Two 8 mm glass shelves • Electric outlet
- Aluminum frame with MDF back panel
- Model #LI5102
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Alpha
- 31-1/2" x 23-5/8" x 1-7/12"
- LED Mirror with TV and speakers
- 510 Lumens • 3000K
- Rocker switch
- Vertical Mount
- Model #LI5065

Aster
- 23-5/8" x 31-1/2" x 1-13/16"
- LED Mirror with lighting on four sides
- 1470 Lumens • 6000K
- Dimmable touch sensor
- Horizontal or Vertical mount
- Model #LI8905

Azure
- 47-1/4" x 23-5/8" x 2-1/12"
- LED Mirror with lighting on four sides
- 2590 Lumens • 4000K
- IR sensor
- Horizontal mount
- Model #LI5188

Bahama
- 47-1/4" x 23-5/8" x 1-3/16"
- LED Mirror with lighting on four sides
- 6732 Lumens • 6000K
- On/Off IR sensor
- Horizontal mount
- Model #LI5119
**Beacon**
- 31-1/2” x 23-5/8” x 1-13/16”
- LED Mirror with lighting on four sides
- Black Aluminum Frame • 4680 Lumens
- Warm/Cool Changeable (3000K/4500K/6000K)
- Dimmable • Touch sensor
- Horizontal or Vertical mount
- Model #LI2537

**Belmar**
- 30” x 36” x 1-1/2”
- LED Mirror with lighting on four sides
- Curved Black Aluminum Frame • 4392 Lumens
- Warm/Cool Changeable (3000K/4500K/6000K)
- Dimmable • Touch sensor
- Horizontal or Vertical mount
- Model #LI2544

**Blazer**
- 31-1/2” x 23-5/8” x 1-13/16”
- LED Mirror with lighting on four sides
- 2550 Lumens
- Warm/Cool Changeable LED (4000K/6000K)
- 3-section rocker switch
- Horizontal or Vertical Mount
- Model #LI8943

**Carlton**
- 31-1/2” diameter
- Round LED Mirror
- 4488 Lumens • 6000K
- Dimmable touch sensor
- Black Aluminum frame
- Vertical mount
- Model #LI9742
**LED MIRRORS**

**Caspian**
- 30” x 36” x 1-5/8”
- LED Mirror with lighting on four sides
- Black Aluminum Frame
- 4320 Lumens
- Warm/Cool Changeable (3000K/4500K/6000K)
- Dimmable
- Touch sensor
- Horizontal or Vertical mount
- Model #LI2551

**Cosmos**
- 47-1/4” x 23-5/8” x 1-3/16”
- Oval LED Mirror
- 5610 Lumens
- Warm/Cool changeable LED (2700K/6400K)
- Lighting around edges and back of mirror
- IR sensor • Dimmable
- Horizontal mount
- Model #LI9551

**Grace**
- 20” x 66” x 1”
- Wall mount or Free-standing LED Mirror
- 3168 Lumens
- Dimmable touch sensor
- Warm/Cool changeable LED (3000K/6000K)
- Horizontal or Vertical mount
- Model #LI9575

**Grande**
- 47-1/4” x 23-5/8” x 1-7/12”
- LED Mirror
- 4182 Lumens
- Warm/Cool changeable LED (4000K/6000K)
- Lighting across top and under mirror
- 3x Magnifying mirror insert
- Touch sensor
- Horizontal mount
- Model #LI5089
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Jet
- 47-1/4” x 23-5/8” x 1-7/12”
- LED Mirror with lighting on two sides
- 4692 Lumens
- 6000K
- IR sensor
- Horizontal mount
- Model #LI5218

Laguna
- 47-1/4” x 23-5/8” x 1-3/5”
- LED Mirror with lighting on four sides
- 1560 Lumens
- Warm/Cool changeable LED (3000K/4000K)
- 3-section rocker switch
- Horizontal Mount
- Model #LI5133

Luxe
- 23-5/8” x 31-1/2” x 4-3/4”
- LED Mirror with Black frame and open shelf
- 660 Lumens • 4000K
- LED lighting on two sides
- Touch sensor
- Vertical mount
- Model #LI8882

Magnum
- 31-1/2” x 23-5/8” x 1-3/16”
- LED Mirror
- 690 Lumens
- Warm/Cool changeable LED (3000K/6000K)
- Lighting around mirror edges
- Touch sensor
- Horizontal mount
- Model #LI5140
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Maxx
- **19-11/16” x 27-9/16” x 1-3/16”**
- LED Mirror with lighting on two sides
- 3-section rocker switch
- 1224 Lumens
- Warm/Cool changeable LED (4000K/6000K)
- Vertical or Horizontal mount
- Model #LI8332

Moments
- **31-1/2” x 23-5/8” x 1”**
- LED Mirror with lighting on four sides
- 2550 Lumens
- Warm/Cool changeable LED (2700K/6400K)
- Digital Clock • Tapered mirror frame
- Dimmable • IR sensor
- Horizontal mount
- Model #LI8899

Mini Maxx
- **15-15/16” x 25” x 1-3/16”**
- LED Mirror with lighting on two sides
- Frosted pattern on two sides
- 690 Lumens
- 3000K
- Rocker switch
- Vertical mount
- Model #LI9582

Moon
- **23-5/8” Diameter**
- Round LED mirror with lighting around edges
- 1080 Lumens • 6000K
- Touch sensor
- Vertical mount
- Model #LI8363
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Newport
- 23-5/8” x 31-1/2” x 1-13/16”
- LED Mirror with lighting on four sides
- 1530 Lumens • 6000K
- Dimmable • IR sensor
- Rounded corners
- Horizontal or Vertical mount
- Model #LI8912

Rio
- 23-5/8” x 31-1/2” x 2-1/4”
- LED Mirror with lighting on four sides
- 4896 Lumens • 6000K
- Mirrored edges
- IR sensor
- Horizontal or Vertical mount
- Model #LI5096

Ruth
- 47-1/4” x 23-5/8” x 1-3/16”
- LED Mirror with lighting on four sides
- 3366 Lumens
- Warm/Cool changeable LED (4000K/6000K)
- 3-section rocker switch
- Rounded corners
- Horizontal or Vertical mount
- Model #LI8950

Saffron
- 19-11/16” x 31-1/2” x 1-5/16”
- LED Mirror with Stainless Steel frame
- 2295 Lumens • 6000K
- Round corners • Touch sensor
- Horizontal or Vertical mount
- Model #LI9544
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**Shadows**
- **31-1/2" x 23-5/8" x 1-11/16"**
- LED Mirror with back lighting
- 2703 Lumens • Dimmable • Touch sensor
- Warm/Cool changeable LED (2700K/6400K)
- Black Aluminum frame • Horizontal or Vertical mount
- Model #LI9759

**Stratus**
- **19-11/16" x 27-9/16" x 1-3/16"**
- LED Mirror with lighting on four sides • 2142 Lumens
- Warm/Cool changeable LED (4000K/6000K)
- 3-section rocker switch • Horizontal or Vertical mount
- Model #LI8349

**Transit**
- **47-1/4" x 23-5/8" x 3-7/12"**
- LED Mirror with lighting across top and under mirror
- 2976 Lumens
- Warm/Cool changeable LED (4000K/6000K)
- Touch sensor
- Mirrored sides • 3x Magnifying mirror insert
- Horizontal mount
- Model #LI5072

**Vero**
- **19-11/16" x 27-9/16" x 1-3/16"**
- LED Mirror with lighting on four sides
- 1734 Lumens
- Warm/Cool changeable LED (4000K/6000K)
- 3-section rocker switch
- Horizontal or Vertical mount
- Model #LI8356